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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part XXVI
It takes every kinda people to make what life’s about, yeah...
Whether yellow, black or white each and every man’s the same inside…
You know love’s the only goal that could bring a peace to any soul.
I hear ya, Mr. Palmer! If Jesus had a signature tune, this could be it! But what if science could
create a “peace solution,” maybe (Pc3 Luv)–Tripeacenlove? That might be kinda fun:
NEWS FLASH! SCIENTIFIC CONSPIRACY UNCOVERED!
PANDEMIC PEACE OUTBREAK IN AFRICA AND MIDDLE EAST!
Top story: Startling news leaked today by former low-level British diplomat and expat
Lionel Hardcastle-Quayle and his Amnesty activist wife of 32 years, Jean, from their coffee
plantation north of Nairobi. We go, now, to our man on the scene, Paul?
The Nu-Physics Pharmaceutical Corporation (NPPC), restructured after the well-publicized
fiasco featured on the cover of Time magazine–“Relativity: The Crime of the Century,”
recently began conducting secret trials of a new experimental drug and stumbled upon
unexpected and astonishing results! The drug induced uncontrolled excitement, boundless
jubilation, and euphoria! And after subsequent testing with lions and lambs, it was found
that the new wonder drug (code-named “Peace-4-all”) also acted as a conflict inhibiter!
But now, the rest of the story: Alarmingly, a few of the physicists, after taking the drug
themselves, and being overexcited by the results, broadened the test parameters by
introducing it into the water supply, seeding the clouds and crop dusting, leaving chemtrails
and a haze of peace dust–a residue that could linger on for generations to come!
When confronted about the cover-up, the company’s PR spokesperson, and lead scientist,
Dr. Nicolette Newton, readily admitted to the secret trials and cheerfully added that they
had also, surreptitiously, begun mailing free samples of a “peace cream” to households in
the UK, the U.S., Russia, and the Middle East under the label, “The Balm of Love”, with the
slogan: The balm that ends all bombs! Slip, Slop, Slap! A little dab’ll do ya!
Nikki (the aforementioned scientist) then offered this reporter a bottle of their newly developed
ergogenic peace enhancing sports drink. And in the true spirit of investigative journalism,
I boldly took a swig; and I must say: Hey, hey! The taste of peace is pretty sweet!
“Here was a new kind of freedom which until then one had only found in dreams!”
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I hate to gum up the science/war machinery, but…mustard gas, atomic bombs, supercolliders,
time travel theories? Man, there’s some science to carry into the future. I can see the promo:
Coming soon to a century near you, in stereoscopic 4-D!
From Here to Eternity! 20th Century Physics–From Nitro to Nukes!
And the unforgettable preview shows Einstein stepping into his time machine, wearing a gas
mask, holding a stick of dynamite in one hand and an atomic bomb in the other!
“Nobel Peace Century?” All I can say is, what happened, Bambino? Time to reverse the curse!
Time to step into a new century with the ultimate scientific achievement: Peace!
Create peace now? What a gift for the future! Imagine the possibilities:
No More Sowing the Dragon’s Teeth!
Physics takes bold new direction: Hadron supercollider retooled! Rediscover luxury. Ride the
tube to the future on the Peace train–the super cool “Nuclear Nube”! What a blast! Geneva to
Paris or Istanbul in no time all–guaranteed no particle collisions or your money back!
Free commemorative Einstein bobblehead to the first 2001 passengers! Tickets online now!
Or, maybe an article in JAMA magazine: Physics and Medicine Collide to Form New Science!
WHAT AILS YA? AN ETIOLOGY OF CONFLICT
by Dr. Astolpho Paladino
Studies conducted this summer at CERN in Switzerland revealed a startling truth!
Regardless of the frame of reference–whether standing on a stationary platform, traveling
in a moving train, or enjoying an afternoon tour boat cruise on Lake Geneva–the casual
observer couldn’t help but be impressed by the many evidences of the grave conflicts which
beset our world. None could deny that the ministrations of a skilled doctor are in order!
IS THERE A DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE?
To date, no standard treatment protocol has been shown to modify or halt the progression
of this infamous, well-established disease of mankind. Fever’s up, heart rate increasing!
But hope is on the horizon! No more Band-Aid solutions for “the bitter sting of tears”!
A revolutionary new approach to peace-ogenic research has been undertaken!
Ah, if it were only true! Laboratories are chock-full of scientists diligently trying to find cures
for other ailments of the world. So what about a cure for the biggest ailment of all–conflict?
And if I really were trying to find a formula for peace, I’d first have to isolate the cause.
Hmm…Just what is the origin of conflict? Who started it? Why isn’t there peace?
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